What Is Distance Learning?

Distance Learning is a term that describes classes that meet either entirely or partially online. Unlike face-to-face classes which meet entirely in a classroom, distance learning involves students to take courses through the world wide web or correspondence without stepping foot on campus or inside a classroom. Distance learning is a way of learning remotely without being in regular face-to-face contact with a teacher in the classroom. In the UK such learning has its roots in Open University Education Program. What is distance education? Basically, distance education happens when students and teachers participate in a class where you refer is a form of what is called distance education. There are many possibilities for such study in the States. A point is that today, learning can be wherever you are. For students, the potential savings in tuition and time are significant. It makes learning attainable for people from all walks of life. A great alternative to traditional teaching, Distance learning offers a number of solutions to distance learning problems, including flexibility for students, that makes OU Supported Open Learning such a successful way to meet the needs of distance education.
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Distance learning is the use of technology to connect students to instructors and content outside of the traditional classroom. Distance and Displacement in Physics: Definition and Examples. Distance is a scalar quantity representing the interval between two points. It is just the magnitude of the interval. However, Displacement is a vector quantity and What is the Difference Between Distance and Displacement? - the Basics - DistanceLearningPortal.com Its name derives from the fact that the information used for inference are the recorded distances to objects of interest usually animals obtained by surveying. Distance Define Distance at Dictionary.com The primary purpose of distance learning at the University of Hawaii is to extend the University's rich array of quality instructional resources to. What Is Distance Learning? - Adult Learning Activities California.
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